Bollywood hair collection

Intro
This Bollywood-themed bridal hairstyle
collection is a launch of skills and hairstyles by
myself to promote new styles and techniques,
and to showcase my up-styling skills to enhance
bridal services.
In the hairdressing industry, styles and trends
are always changing and we, as stylists, should
always update our skills and techniques to offer
fresh ideas and new services to our clients.
Our aim is to promote ultimate customer
satisfaction, retain our client base by ensuring
our clients keep interested in our services, and
encourage they return regularly.
My Bollywood bridal styles have been inspired
in part by the current ‘vintage’ trend, but I
chose Bollywood styles, as they are more sleek,
defined, and sculpted. I also chose this theme,
as the bridal dresses and jewellery are beautiful
bright and vibrant colours, which catch the eye
more.

All of these styles can be adapted to suit the
individual’s needs, neckline, face shape and
hair characteristics. Bulk can be added by using
hair padding and length can be added using
extensions. This allows us to create fuller and
longer creations if there is not enough hair to
work with.
We recommend trial runs before the
event and we strive to ensure the client is
completely happy with their final creation. Hair
ornamentation and headdresses should be
considered before the beginning of the creation
to ensure the correct positioning/stability, and
to give the most dramatic effect.

The hair was prepped with hot rollers all over to create curls
and body. The hot rollers were removed but I kept the curls
in pin curl clips. I added in a hair pad to give height on top.
Another hair pad was added to give bulk at the back.

The pin curl clips were removed and the curls were arranged
over the padding. I baked the curls using a diffuser on low
speed and high heat. Accessories were added to the hair to
add definition to the style.

The hair was tied in a high ponytail at the crown and set in
hot rollers. The other hair around the front was also set in
rollers. The hot rollers were removed but the curls kept in
pin curl clips. Hair extensions were added to give length and
padding was added to give height and bulk.

The hair was plaited in small plaits. The plaits were loosened
and spread out. I then placed the plaits over the padding
and arranged them so there was no gaps. Accessories were
added to lift the style. The hair in the front sections were
used frame the face and smooth around the style.

The hair was prepped with big Velcro roller to give
movement to the hair. This makes it easier to work with the
hair. All the hair was then tied in a high ponytail at the crown.
I began creating large barrel curls starting with a firm base
and building up height.

All the hair was used to create large full barrel curls around
and on top of the base. I used hairspray and a tail comb to
smooth any fly away hairs around the style. Accessories were
added to create more interest in the style.
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